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Background:

Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA):

History: Platinum was “discovered in South America by Ulloa in 1735 and by Wood in 1741.” “The name platinum is derived from the Spanish “platina”, meaning
“little silver”.” Platinum is among the most expensive metals with today’s price per troy ounce reaching $1264 making platinum more expensive than gold($968 per
troy ounce). The metal is normally found with other metals to include iridium, osmium, palladium ruthenium, and rhodium.

RTA annealing was performed in Forming gas and took the wafer from room temperature to 450ºC in
approximately 15 seconds. After 30 minutes at 450ºC, the wafer was cooled back to room temperature
in approximately 3 minutes. RTA at 450ºC in a reducing ambient such as forming gas (20:1 N2/H2) will
further improve the contact resistivity by improving the interface to the substrate by decreasing dangling
bonds. RTA also densifies the Pt film and causes increased grain growth and the Hydrogen
incorporation into the film from the Forming gas anneal further passivates dangling bonds in the grain
boundaries of the polycrystalline Pt thin films, which decreases the sheet resistance.

Atomic Information: Atomic Symbol Pt, Atomic Number 78, Atomic Mass 195.09 g.mol-1, Melting Point 1772oC.

Sheet Resistance by Four Point Probe:
Sheet resistance, measured in Ohms, is the resistance of a film measured by a four point
probe. The ALD Pt samples in Figure 7 were measured at various locations on the silicon
wafers. Figure 6 shows the locations on the wafer’s surface where measurements were
taken. The graph shows that the sheet resistance decreases after forming gas annealing.
The calibrated plot of sheet conductance vs. ALD cycles can be used to monitor the ALD Pt
thickness.

Properties: Platinum is a silvery-white metal which is malleable and ductile. “The metal does not oxidize in air at any temperature, but is corroded by halogens,
cyanides, sulfur, and caustic alkalis.” Hydrogen and oxygen are known to explode in the company of platinum.

Figure 6: Wafer Map

Uses: Platinum is used in making: jewelry, surgical tools, laboratory utensils, electrical resistance wires, and electrical contact points. Platinum is very useful in
many technical fields because of its high melting point. Some industries where platinum is used are: chemical, electrical, dentistry, glass, aircraft, bio-medical. It also
acts as the catalyst in catalytic converters. An example of platinum use in the bio-medical field is the advent of a platinum chromium drug-eluting stent. Thin-film
sensors are made with platinum which give accurate temperature readings. Platinum has more recently been used for the construction of solid oxide fuel cells
through the use of Atomic Layer Deposition.
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Atomic Layer Deposition of Platinum:
ALD is a very promising method of thin film deposition due primarily to its absolute conformality to the surface under deposition regardless of surface topography. The
chamber is software controlled to contain only one precursor at a time, and purge (evacuate) the chamber contents between alternating precursor cycles. Alternating
precursors are (methylcyclopentadienyl) trimethylplatinum (MeCpPtMe3) and oxygen (O2) (both reactants), respectively as shown schematically in Figure 1. The
deposited Pt film is pin hole free and fine grain polycrystalline.

Figure 5: Rapid Thermal Annealing system and an example of high temperature annealing recipe at 900 ºC

Without exposure time, Pt can be deposited into the anodic aluminum oxide (AAO, with pore size of ~
200 nm) about 10 µm. (Figure 8a) With extra exposure time of 10s, Pt can be deposited into the
pores deeper (~20 µm). (Figure 8b) However, it doesn’t help with further exposure time. The depth is
similar even with 30 seconds of exposure time.
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Figure 7: Linear relationship between sheet conductance and ADL cycles at deposition
temperature of 300 ºC, indicating linear growth rate of Pt film.

Pt Film Roughness vs. ALD Cycles:
An Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) was used to measure the surface roughness of the resulting ALD platinum thin films. The 300 and 800
ALD cycle samples were chosen to show the noticeable change in roughness over a large cycle range. Various 1 µm X 1 µm sample scans
were recorded with the AFM to show the surface features and to make accurate measurements of the surface roughness. Figure 10 shows
the average roughness from the 300 and 800 cycle samples before and after annealing. The AFM results show that both the Z-Range and
the roughness from the different Pt samples increased in a linear manner as the number of ALD deposition cycles increased. After
annealing the same Pt samples in Forming gas at 450oC for 30 minutes, they were again measured by the AFM. The post-annealing results
in Forming gas showed a decrease in the surface roughness and Z-Range from both of the samples. The averages from the samples
showed consistency in the depositions from the ALD machine.

Figure 2: Reaction Chamber
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Figure 8. (a) Depths of ALD Pt coatings deposited in nanoporous AAO
templates with no exposure time and (b) Pt in AAO with 10 seconds exposure
time
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Figure 3: LabVIEW controls
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Film Thickness:
Initially we attempted to use spectroscopic ellipsometry to measure the
thickness of the ALD platinum deposition on the silicon wafer. The graph in
Fig.4 shows the thickness saturating when in fact it should have a linear fit.
Our result shows that the spectroscopic ellipsometer was not accurate
because the light it used to measure the thickness of the deposition could not
pass though platinum because it is not transparent. The spectroscopic
ellipsometer works efficiently with ALD transition metal oxides because of
their transparency. ALD has a linear effect on surfaces so as the number of
cycles increase so should the thickness of the deposition. The thin film
thickness data using the spectroscopic ellipsometer were measured in
Angstroms. Our results are shown in Figure 4. For optically opaque ALD Pt
films thicker than 200 A different metrology tools are required to accurately
measure the resulting Pt film thickness (TEM x-sections) and calibrated sheet
conductance plot (see Fig. 7)
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Figure 9: High resolution cross-sectional TEM of 400 ALD cycles of Pt
on Si substrate highlighting the crystalline perfection of a large Pt grain.
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Figure 10: Roughness Vs Cycle

Figure 11: Surface Roughness

Conclusion:
Our experimental results show a linear relationship of Pt film thickness to number of ALD cycles. Forming gas RTA achieves a decrease of the Pt surface roughness based on the results of pre and post annealing.
The four point probe measurements determined that the Pt sheet resistance decreased as a function of increasing deposition temperature. The AFM data further revealed that the Pt film roughness increases as
the number of ALD cycles increases. We annealed all ALD Pt samples at 450oC in Forming gas. The latest ALD test results show depositions at temperatures lower than ours greatly improves surface morphology
and smoothness.
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